TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
climbing, shelter or bleakness ; it means the corner where we dread
a boring neighbour, the bend rouiid which we have watched some-
one depart, the stretch of road which seemed to lead us away out
of captivity." Yes, He of the land is what has mattered to us since
we were children, to our fathers and ancestors ; and its perception
the instinctive preference for one kind rather than another is
among the obscure things inherited with our blood, and making
up the .stuff of our souls. For how else explain the strange powers
which different shapes of the earth's surface have over different
individuals."
There was a bedroom in a house at Yoxford, in Suffolk, which
held for me sudi strange property of magic. I might as well stob
saying 'Tor me", for we all know and can take it for granted that
magic is a lonely thing that each separate member of the herd can
only identify for himself, and which cannot be supplied wholesale.
I had taken this furnished house in 1928 for convalescence after
bronchial pneumonia, and remember very little about it except
just my own bedroom. The rest of the house, I believe, was'
gloomy, and the garden neglected and overgrown. But I loved
my large room with five lattice windows set in several walls ; vine
leaves curling round their framework, shaken gold and green in
the sun. Beyond the lattices and vine leaves, lay the whole of
Suffolk, and Suffolk had gradually revealed that mysterious grace,
that special lie of the land which so contented me.
Cornwall is the favourite coloured piece of England for almost
everyone who does not declare a defiant preference for Devonshire
or Somerset, Yorkshire or Cumberland, Norfolk, Kent, Sussex or
Wiltshire, oF-«xraie to that— Berkshire ! How absurdly difficult
it is to make an answer to any simple direct question of the kind
usmHyput by childraa who like to have things clearly listed and
preferred as to one s favourite" this or that > One's "favourite
flower > Hac-Hn0, fieesias-or had I forgotten -violets again >-
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